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3D Augmented Reality
Helps Refine the Design

SiteVision provides real-time on-site visualization of proposed structures.

Trimble technologies bring 3D
augmented reality to the field
A Norwegian design firm uses Trimble
SiteVision to quickly identify design issues
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Solution
Trimble® SiteVision™

overview
A prominent Norwegian engineering
design firm had been searching for a
3D augmented reality (AR) solution
to help designers evaluate design
alternatives, identify design conflicts
and site-specific problems, and help
in stakeholder engagement. Their
first deployment of Trimble SiteVision
Augmented Reality solution on a bridge
project proved successful on all counts.

ViaNova Plan og Trafikk AS (plan and traffic) in Sandvika,
Norway, is a prominent, award-winning infrastructure
design firm that has long been on the leading edge of
building information management (BIM) designs for 4D
construction and asset information modelling to support
post-construction operations.
ViaNova 3D Designer Andreas Haugbotn said he had
been looking at various 3D AR solutions for many years.
Haugbotn was seeking hardware and software that can
bring the 3D design model to the field and project it over
the real-world view of existing terrain and structures—
precisely geospatially registered, to scale, from any
vantage point, and all in real time. When ViaNova
evaluated the Trimble SiteVision 3D AR solution, they
saw an opportunity to deploy it on a current project to
see if it would meet their application needs.
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Location

NORWAY

FEATURES MATTER
Haugbotn was attracted to the simple design. “It is hand
held, low cost, and does not require special training for
our people,” he said. “We were able to run it on a Galaxy
10+ phone.” SiteVision uses the powerful onboard
processors and fast displays of today’s consumer phones
to superimpose an interactive view of the design model
over the real-time view of the site captured by the on-board
camera. It can import nearly any standard AEC (BIM IFC,
SKP, CAD, LandXML, Revit, and more) model types.
Trimble SiteVision provides precise spatial positioning
and orientation. A high-precision Trimble GNSS antenna
sits atop the handle that holds an Android-based phone.
The GNSS provides high-precision positions that enable
geo-registration and orientation of the 3D model to the site
coordinates. Haugbotn said “the results were very good”

ViaNova road designer Hege Bjerka Pedersen uses SiteVision to view
the design model projected over the landscape.

and that the model matched site references quite well. The
high precision and orientation also enable a cut/fill feature
for evaluating project earthworks progress in real-time.

AR AS A PROBLEM SOLVER
ViaNova first deployed SiteVision to resolve issues on the
new Falkenborg Bridge project, which crosses over a rail
trunk line at Leangen Station (near Trondheim City). “With
SiteVision we could see quite clearly that the bridge as
designed was too big for the site,” said Haugbotn. “And the
access approaches were not where the pedestrian traffic
would be concentrated. We changed the design from these
field evaluations.”
Haugbotn used two SiteVision units at the Falkenborg
Bridge site; multiple units allowed more team members
to simultaneously view the same model from different

ViaNova road designer Johan Ivarsson (front) and bridge designer
Bjørnar Hofstad (rear) use Trimble SiteVision to take a low-angle view
at the Falkenborg Bridge site.

vantage points. The issues with the bridge footprint and
how it encroached on other site features were readily
recognized by the design team members using the
handheld AR devices. And a simulated walkthrough—
while carrying the SiteVision units—of the proposed
pedestrian traffic routes to the bridge access ramps
revealed pinch points and a mismatch with expected flows.
These observations directly informed subsequent design
changes. The new system had proven its value.

Viewed with SiteVision, the bridge access ramp passes behind the nearby residential structure.

A proposed bridge ramp, as seen with SiteVision. The display includes accuracy, number of satellites utilized and orientation with cross section
controls at the bottom.

“Everyone involved—designers, local people, authorities—can see how a
design will really look; something we cannot do with 2D drawings.”
— Andreas Haugbotn, 3D Designer, ViaNova
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